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PLAYTECH’S BGT ACQUISITION ANALYSED
The purchase price and omni-channel capabilities make deal ideal for Playtech, say analysts 
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Playtech confirmed this week that it has bought a majority 
stake in BGT for €138m.

A total 90% share has been acquired by Playtech, while  
BGT founder and CEO Dr. Armin Sageder will keep hold of  
a 10% stake and will remain with BGT for three years from  
the completion of the deal. 

The remaining 10% could be bought by Playtech at 
a valuation of 6x BGT’s 2019 EBITDA, with a maximum 
consideration being €55m. 

BGT’s products include more than 22,000 terminals as  
well as a tablet and screen system for retail.

Playtech CEO Mor Weizer said: “As the only company that  
will offer FOBTs and SSBTs, all integrated with the world’s leading 
online platform and products, Playtech will realise the potential  
of a true omni-channel offering for the benefit of both 
consumers and operators.” 

Commenting on the deal, Director at Global Betting and 
Gaming Consultants, Lorien Pilling, told Gambling Insider: 

“Playtech has been making acquisitions at a steady pace 
in various gambling sectors over the last few years, so its BGT 
acquisition is not unusual. At ICE this year Playtech was very 
focused on its omni-channel strategy in the presentations it 
made as part of the Playtech Academy CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE  
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FROM FRONT PAGE  
sessions and the BGT purchase fits  
in with that strategy.”

Strategic Consultancy Regulus Partners 
also ran the rule over the acquisition, 
saying: “The deal is positive for Playtech 
on four levels. 

“First, at less than seven times forward 
EBITDA ,the price is highly attractive for 
a market-leading business. Second, the 
deal significantly strengthens Playtech’s 
omni-channel offer, given that BGT’s 
revenue is substantially all land-based. 
Third, BGT materially strengthens Playtech’s 
sportsbook offer, with a multiples-led 
trading platform that is so good that many 
UK bookmakers have chosen it over their 
own (limited) retail trading and technology 
capabilities as their main betting growth 
engine. Finally, BGT has a 100% regulated 
revenue footprint, improving Playtech’s 
balance of risk.”

Financial services firm Canaccord  
Genuity said in a note on the development: 

“This deal looks an excellent fit for 
Playtech, at an attractive price. Synergies 
will include the ability to sell the BGT 
product into Playtech’s broader customer 

base, it will give Playtech significantly 
stronger omni-channel proposition and 
it can integrate its BGT/Geneity platforms 
to grow its share of the online sportsbook 
market – a significant strategic opportunity 
for Playtech.”

KEY POINTS
• Playtech has acquired a 90% share in BGT 
• The remaining 10% could be bought  
by Playtech at a valuation of 6x BGT’s 
2019 EBITDA  
• Playtech acquired Yoyo Games and 
payment services provider Trade FX  
last year

 FINANCIAL 
CAESARS ENTERTAINMENT 
CORPORATION AND CAESARS 
ACQUISITION COMPANY AMEND 
PROPOSED MERGER TERMS
The merger is intertwined with  
the bankruptcy of Caesars 
Entertainment’s main operating unit 
Caesars Entertainment Corporation 
and Caesars Acquisition Company have 
announced their agreement to amend 
the terms of their proposed merger. 

The amended terms will see Caesars 
Acquisition shareholders receive 27% 
of the merged entity, compared to the 
38% they would have received under the 
original proposal, according to regulatory 
filings referenced by Reuters. 

Initially proposed in December 2014,  
the deal is connected to the $18bn 
bankruptcy and ongoing restructuring  
of Caesars Entertainment’s main operating 
unit, Caesars Entertainment Operating 
Company Inc (CEOC). 

A plan of reorganisation was filed by 
CEOC in October 2015, that if approved 
would cut $10bn worth of aggregate debt 
and split CEOC into a new operating unit 
and a real estate investment trust. 

The money expected to be generated 
by the proposed merger between Caesars 
Entertainment and Caesars Acquisition will 
in part be used to repay creditors to CEOC. 

The restructuring of CEOC could yet 
face a challenge from junior creditors, who 
according to Reuters have said they have 
as much as $12bn in claims against Caesars 
Entertainment and its private equity 
backers, Apollo Global Management  
and TPG Capital. 
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A temporary halt on lawsuits against 
Caesars Entertainment by junior 
bondholders expires in August.

A confirmation hearing for CEOC’s  
plan of reorganisation is scheduled to  
take place on 17 January 2017.

 MARKETING
MARATHONBET WARNED BY ASA  
OVER FREE BET PROMOTION 
A complaint challenging whether the 
ad was misleading has been upheld
The UK Advertising Standards Authority 
(ASA) has issued a warning to online 
operator Marathonbet concerning a 
misleading promotion, which failed to 
make clear that a portion of customer’s 
winnings would be paid out in free bets. 

The promotional text stated: “New 
customer offer... 2/1 Willie Mullins top 
trainer”, while smaller text underneath read: 
“Max bet £10. Minimum stake £5. Only £5  
of your bet paid at 2/1 odds. Enhanced  
price paid as a free bet...”

Marathonbet.co.uk promoted the 
new customer offer in March during the 
Cheltenham Festival, with one complainant, 

who believed the conditions of the offer to 
be unclear, challenging whether the advert 
was misleading. 

In spite of Marathonbet’s response that 
significant qualifications and limitations of 
the offer were made clear in the ad, with the 
“terms and conditions” hyperlink within the 
advert telling customers how to participate 
and how winnings would be paid, the 
complaint has been upheld by the ASA. 

In closing, the ASA stated that “the ad 
must not appear again in its current form,” 
while Marathonbet must ensure that future 
ads make clear “if a portion of participants 
winnings would be paid out in free bets”.

 FINANCIAL
GVC POSTS STRONG  
PERFORMANCE FOR H1 2016
NGR the highlight, with  
a year-on-year increase of 8% 
GVC Holdings has reported pro forma 
net gaming revenue (NGR) of €439m for 
the first half of 2016, up 8% year-on-year.

The operator specified that pro forma 
indicates what the revenue would be 
had its BwinParty brands been acquired 

on 1 January, while they were in fact 
purchased in February, in a deal worth 
approximately £1.12bn. 

Sports wagers totalled €2.25bn  
and sports NGR was €151.6m, up 10%,  
again on a pro forma basis. 

For Q2, GVC brands experienced 
growth of 24% and BwinParty brands 
grew by 12% pro forma. 

GVC said: “The restructuring is 
progressing well with synergy targets 
being achieved and the group remains 
confident for the remainder of the year. 
We see further positive catalysts from 
likely inclusion in the FTSE 250 index 
from mid-September, the refinancing  
of its debt and the resumption of 
dividend payments.”

GVC has forecast its revenue  
for 2016 to be €847.5m, while the 
operator said it only requires c.1% 
year-on-year revenue growth in H2  
to meet that projection. 

PartyPoker was reported in April as 
achieving its first year-on-year quarterly 
growth in five years when Q1 2016 
figures were released.

THIS WEEK IN NUMBERS
The facts and figures that have caught our eye in the past seven days

Year-on-year drop in VIP gross gaming 
revenue at Macau casinos for Q2 2016, 

according to Morgan Stanley

Number of years Betdaq, a Ladbrokes 
plc business, will be the shirt sponsor of 

Charlton Athletic

Combined Ladbrokes and Gala Coral 
premises as of 31 March, but 350-400 

shops may have to be sold for the merger 
to go through

The prize pool at the WSOP.com Online No-
Limit Hold’em tournament, a record for an 

online WSOP bracelet event

On-course turnover for horseracing 
betting in Great Britain between October 

2014 and September 2015

Playtech’s share price in early trading 
on Wednesday, up from the previous 

day’s close of 815.5p

£103.4m 

UK online peer-to-peer GGY between 
November 2014 and September 2015, 
a market which could enter a liquidity 

sharing agreement with New Jersey

Commercial premises Bet365’s name will 
be broadcast to as part of its sponsorship 

deal for Monday Night Football on Sky 
Sports from next season

3985
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OUT NOW: The July/August issue of Gambling Insider is out 
in print and online. The unique nature of human resources 
in gaming, lessons to be learned from the 50-year history 
of Caesars Palace, and how the industry should fight back 
against the press are some of the key issues discussed
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 GUEST COLUMNIST
WHERE WILL CASH-OUT GO NEXT?

By Bernard 
Marantelli  
CEO, Colossus 
Bets

Most people within the gambling sector 
are well aware of cash-out as a feature, with 
“partial-cash-out” as its Rolls Royce variant. 
Despite Colossus Bets launching this in 
early 2013, partial-cash-out really only 
arrived in the industry as whole in March 
2015 when Bet365, PaddyPower and Betfair 
(then separate companies) all launched 
this feature within the same month.

Despite being the must-have feature of 
2016, several prominent firms still struggle 
to offer the product, especially in the 
“partial” form. I assume they must have 
technical restraints with their products as 
the customers’ acceptance, enjoyment and 
stickiness of partial cash-out is indisputable.

Let’s look at some numbers. Based on 
the Colossus Bets offering, over 75% of all 
cash-outs during Euro 2016 were partial in 
nature, with customers mostly electing to 
keep some skin in the game. Separately, the 
retention for Colossus and our B2B partners 
rose from 30% to 65% if that person 
engaged in cash out in the prior month.

Over the past 18 months cash-out has 
taken over the core “fixed odds” sector of 
the sports-betting industry, with almost 
all larger operators offering cash-out 
(and the most advanced offering partial-
cash-out), to the extent that if you don’t 
have this offering you are now obviously 
deficient. But other areas of potential in 

the market have not been explored yet, 
with Colossus Bets remaining the only 
firm globally to offer cash-out on pools, 
or games with consolations prizes. 

Rumours persist that racing pools in the 
USA and Australia will shortly add cash-out 
to their multi-leg products, a move that 
is essential as pools dominate liquidity in 
these world areas and offer better return 
to players but lack flexibility of fixed odd 
accas if they fall behind in also lacking 
cash-out, the balance of power may shift 
from pools to fixed odds in these regions.

The rise (financially viable or otherwise) 
of fantasy in North America, and short time 
frame pools (think BetUp) and “instant” bets 
(think Metric Gaming) will all benefit from 
the addition of partial-cash-out. The point 
is it is an innovation that if someone does 
not want to use they can simply not engage 
with, especially as user specific interfaces 
will be with us in the near future – you will 
be able to toggle such features on and off.

But while many firms struggle to 
play catch-up, it is important to figure 
out where cash-out will go next. 

The stellar success of cash-out within the 
sports-betting sector has helped inspire 
other individuals to start considering 
the concept in different sectors. 2015 
saw the world’s first partial-cash-out slot 
“Colossus Fracpot”, built by CORE gaming 
for Colossus Bets, launch with SKY Vegas 
where it is enjoying a very profitable 
tenancy, with a wide release schedule 
for the second half of 2016. December 
2015 saw the world’s first roulette game 
to feature cash-out built by Leander 
and launched with Betfair, followed by 
Gamevy in early 2016 launching their 
cash-out RNG game “Boss the Lotto” 
with Lottoland. In addition to these, 
there are a number of games in the 
RNG/Casino area that are currently in 
development and due for release shortly.

Sports betting in general only represents 
a small percentage of the regulated 
gambling industry as a whole, so why 
are the other sectors not adopting the 
concept of cash-out and following in the 
sports betting success, especially when 
areas such as slots, lottery and keno 
have been undeveloped for years? The 
fear of failing plays a crucial part here 
as until one of the larger companies 
takes that leap of faith (like Bet365 did in 
sports betting) it is highly unlikely that 
the industry sectors will change and 
truly innovate. Innovation and change 
is down to the smaller companies who 
have the challenging task of trying to gain 
the belief from the larger companies. 

Regarding expansion into other gaming 
sectors, I started Colossus believing 
the public wanted to play for lottery-
sized prizes that were aspirational and 
exciting, but believed as they got close 
to those prizes (through an accumulator, 
slot or lotto) they couldn’t financially or 
emotionally handle the true meaning 
of the next step, and if given the chance 
they would sell their positions via cash-
out. Just look at the Leicester backers at 
5000/1, you will see that virtually none 
of them owned their bet fully by the 
time Leicester lifted the trophy. So what 
next for cash-out? I believe it will invade 
every vertical (especially slots, lotto and 
keno) with big prizes, and the bigger 
the prize, the bigger the demand for 
partial-cash-out from the players will be.

Bernard Marantelli is CEO of Colossus  
Bets which launched in Aug 2013 with  
Betdaq and Betfair as its first B2B partners  
and now continues to grow with 21 
live partners across the globe. Prior to 
Colossus Bernard had completed an 
MBA and worked in banking in parallel 
with being a professional gambler


